CAUSES OF CONGENITAL ANOMALIES IN CHILDREN
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Congenital anomalies can be defined as structural or functional anomalies that occur during intrauterine life. Also called birth defects, congenital disorders, or congenital malformations, these conditions develop prenatally and may be identified before or at birth, or later in life. An estimated 6% of babies worldwide are born with a congenital anomaly, resulting in hundreds of thousands of associated deaths. However, the true number of cases may be much higher because statistics do not often consider terminated pregnancies and stillbirths.

But where do these defects come from? Although some birth defects are inherited, others are a product of harmful environmental factors known as teratogens, and still others are multifactorial, resulting from a complex interaction of genetic and environmental influences. However, in approximately half of all birth defect cases, the causes are unknown.

Some congenital anomalies can be treated with surgical and non-surgical options, such as cleft lip and palate, clubfoot, and hernias. Others, including heart defects, neural tube defects, and down syndrome, can cause lifelong impacts.

Of course, not all birth defects have such profound consequences. Consider, for example, cleft lip and palate; this is a multifactorial birth defect that, if left uncorrected, can create difficulties with eating and speech. Children born with cleft lip usually undergo corrective surgery at an early age. Although genes definitely play a role in the development of this defect, environmental factors, including smoking and the use of antiseizure drugs, have been associated with a greater risk of bearing a child with cleft lip and/or palate. [2]

Congenital anomalies are one of the main causes of the global burden of disease, and low- and middle-income countries are disproportionately affected. These areas are also less likely to have facilities to treat reversible conditions such as clubfoot, leading to more pronounced and long-lasting effects.[1]

Environmental factors

Maternal exposure to certain pesticides and other chemicals, as well as certain medications, alcohol, tobacco and radiation during pregnancy, may increase the risk of having a fetus or neonate affected by congenital anomalies. Working or living near, or in, waste sites, smelters or mines may also be a risk factor, particularly if the mother is exposed to other environmental risk factors or nutritional deficiencies.

The presence of children with congenital anomalies in families and the percentage of families tend to hereditary diseases[2].
Among biological factors interval between births is one factor that much affect health children. It noted that indicators children's health inversely proportional the interval between births, and the less the interval, the higher risk of having children with defects development. About in 70% of cases children born with interval up to 3 years.

The interval between birth

Given negative the impact of marriage between close relatives health children, we thought it necessary to study it. Our study showed that children from families parents were connected, had 4.0 times more chances to be born with congenital anomalies, than children from families whose parents were not related

Marriage between relatives

Health parents determines the health of the family. It was established, that the presence of chronic diseases parents or children of families where one of the parents often suffers from acute diseases 2.0 times higher than children, born from healthy parents. Received data showed the birth children with various hereditary diseases extragenital disease the mother at the development of congenital abnormalities(anemia, nephropathy, gynecological disease), pregnancy (toxemia, preeclampsia) strongly influenced by health children [27].

Maternal related disease during pregnancy

If pregnancy complicated complications (the risk of miscarriage, toxicity in pregnancy) or if the child he was born with asphyxia, congenital defects, was detected, the risk of birth defects in 2.0 times higher than in children with normal pregnancy and uncomplicated childbirth [14].

The age of the mother at the time of delivery

According to the study, 60% of children were born mothers in age 20-29 years, and 34% of mothers at the age of 30-39 years, and 2% of children born from mothers in the age 40 years and older.

Education parents medical knowledge is great value in a healthy the birth of children their correct care and education. In the study level of education mothers were marked with the following results: 30% with higher education, 60% with an average special education 10% with an average education [17].

Health, including the health of the fetus and child, is an integral quantity, determined by a number of objective factors that are not dependent on human influence and are related to its activities. The first unrelated factors are the genetic code of the developing organism, which determines the following vital parameters: sex, growth and physical development rates and levels, "binding" periods and activity of key enzyme processes in the body, morphological and functional functions of tissues, organs and systems. The rate and level of maturation, the level and quality of the interaction of the body's control mechanisms, the basis of the fetus's response to external traumatic influences, as well as metabolic and adaptive to non-pregnant life in the first hours, days and weeks of life and adaptive mechanisms, later pathological conditions, and genetically related conditions that lead to disease [12,21,30].
The second group of factors relates to factors whose impact is related to human activity and can be conditionally divided into non-medical and, in particular, medical types.

Non-medical factors include social, societal, social, religious, spiritual, and environmental factors that affect the developing fetal organism and the newborn organism. Their influence is realized through the body, psyche, perception, lifestyle and activities of the woman.

Depending on the situation, this condition can mitigate and even flatten the negative impact on the fetus and child, as well as increase and significantly increase its impact. It should be noted that in addition to environmental influences, these factors, which have nothing to do with biology and medicine, still have a large biological effect, because the child undergoes processes of high intensity: growth, development and perfection, a new form of human existence as well as cases of reconstruction, which are very important in terms of their level and importance, and so on. Therefore, their medical and non-biological nature is characterized by impaired growth and development of the fetus, impaired organ and tissue maturation, normal management processes in the body, the formation of adaptive mechanisms for survival outside of pregnancy and their effects. Thus, non-medical adverse factors affecting the health of the fetus and newborn are considered to have genetic and, in particular, biological effects no less than medical factors. Understanding this situation by each individual, the whole society and the state creates new opportunities to improve the quality of health not only of fetuses and newborns, but also of the population of the whole country. This problem is undoubtedly of independent political and state importance.[6,15,22,29]

Second, medical factors include women - maternal pathology, pregnancy, obstetric pathology, diseases acquired during pregnancy (fetal diseases), neonatal diseases, and the quality of medical care for women, fetuses, newborns. All these factors primarily affect the growth, development and improvement of the fetal organism in order to realize one of the most important functions of the human body - an independent and full life outside of pregnancy.

Obviously, the health of the fetus and newborn does not depend solely on any cause or factor, so it cannot be the sole concern of the parent, only the family, only medicine or society or the state. Their mutual harmony is necessary for the normal development and health of a person.

Nowadays, the importance of fetal pathology leading to impaired or impossible adaptation of the child to life outside of pregnancy is clearly increasing. These problems include immunosuppressive pregnancies, congenital infections, respiratory distress syndrome, and developmental defects. The nervous, endocrine, and immune systems of the fetus and newborn are immature and, accordingly, the most inefficient in the implementation of adaptive mechanisms. It is their functional deficiency that sometimes serves as a starting point in the formation of pathology. These deviations are the basis for the formation of functional disorders and diseases. There is a fairly clear link between the physical development of the fetus and genetically related factors and the risk of developing various pathological conditions.

For example, chromosomal aberrations in children with delayed gestational development occur in 7% of cases (2 times more than in healthy newborns), while developmental defects occur in 11% and 5% in healthy newborns, respectively. These data require attention to be paid to human development during pregnancy. At the present time, there is a need to create a State National Program aimed at building and assessing the quality of fetal and child health in the new millennium. This situation can be a serious basis for predicting the formation of the nation's health, determining the priorities for the development of science and applied medicine.
Analysis of local and foreign literature shows that changes in the chemical composition of the human environment are one of the main causes of birth defects in children.

There are currently more than 500 substances that have a teratogenic effect. These include substances with different chemical composition: ethanol, testosterone, lead, chloroprene, mercury, ethyleneamine, benzene, most pesticides, sulfur carbon, poor quality tumors, and even some of the anti-diabetic drugs, even vitamin D. Hybridization of representatives of one species belonging to populations adapted to different natural conditions has been proven to lead to high mortality of the offspring, its high incidence of malignant tumors and other undesirable complications, including developmental anomalies. Such effects can often be explained by the adaptive nature of organisms in different environmental conditions[10,11].

Identifying the causes of developmental anomalies and the emergence of various diseases at this or that stage of human life has led to the conclusion that there are sensitive periods in human life to various factors and substances: The first and most important period is the period before egg fertilization. For at least 3 months (depending on the dose under the influence of ionizing radiation - several years) it is necessary to prevent the entry of substances with teratogenic properties into the body of the mother and father of the future child. The second period is the period of embryonic development. During this period, especially in the 2-3rd week of pregnancy (when organogenesis is active, ie the period when the foundation is laid for various organs and systems of the body), the fetus becomes very sensitive. For example, 300,000 nerve cells are formed per minute. Naturally, the organ most active in cell division during exposure to a teratogenic substance is more likely to develop anomalies.[1,3,13]

Congenital malformations include serious changes in children's health that significantly affect their morbidity and mortality.

In recent years, there has been an increase in the incidence of this type of pathology among children and adolescents. In this case, despite the development and improvement of medical science, the number of primarily detected congenital anomalies among the population over 17 years of age, i.e. in the group of adolescents and adults, did not decrease, but increased by 1.1%. There is a tendency to increase infant mortality from congenital anomalies. Areas with low rates of frequency of this pathology are bordered by regions with high rates of them. Questions arise about the reasons for these discrepancies, the completeness and quality of the diagnosis, and the primary accounting and collection of data. In addition, given the diversity of natural and socio-economic characteristics of the regions, the influence of environmental factors on the formation of congenital malformations is of interest [6,8,16].

It is known that alcohol serves as a direct cause of every tenth embryonic pathology. For every 10 mentally immature children, 5 were born to pianist parents. Analysis of the questionnaires showed that 5.3% of mothers and about 50% of fathers smoked alcohol, 6.6% of mothers and 61.7% of fathers smoked. Mothers of children with congenital malformations were more likely to have anemia, pyelonephritis, cardiovascular disease, as well as pathology of the thyroid gland, measles and venereal diseases. 53% of women had a history of somatic diseases, 26.3% had gynecological diseases, and in this regard, 50% of women used drugs, including several drugs at the same time. Prior to pregnancy, 37.4% of women and 33.4% of women during pregnancy were exposed to harmful occupational conditions[7,12].

Detection

Health care before and around the time of conception (preconception and periconception) includes basic reproductive health practices, as well as medical genetic screening and counselling. Screening can be conducted during the 3 periods listed:
Preconception screening can be useful to identify those at risk for specific disorders or at risk of passing a disorder onto their children. Screening includes obtaining family histories and carrier screening, and is particularly valuable in countries where consanguineous marriage is common.

Peri-conception screening: maternal characteristics may increase risk, and screening results should be used to offer appropriate care, according to risk. This may include screening for young or advanced maternal age, as well as screening for use of alcohol, tobacco or other risks. Ultrasound can be used to screen for Down syndrome and major structural abnormalities during the first trimester, and for severe fetal anomalies during the second trimester. Maternal blood can be screened for placental markers to aid in prediction of risk of chromosomal abnormalities or neural tube defects, or for free fetal DNA to screen for many chromosomal abnormalities. Diagnostic tests such as chorionic villus sampling and amniocentesis can be used to diagnose chromosomal abnormalities and infections in women at high risk.

Neonatal screening includes clinical examination and screening for disorders of the blood, metabolism and hormone production. Screening for deafness and heart defects, as well as early detection of congenital anomalies, can facilitate life-saving treatments and prevent progression towards some physical, intellectual, visual, or auditory disabilities. In some countries, babies are routinely screened for abnormalities of the thyroid or adrenal glands before discharge from the maternity unit.

**Prevention**

Preventive public health measures work to decrease the frequency of certain congenital anomalies through the removal of risk factors or the reinforcement of protective factors. Important interventions and efforts include: Based on this, is prevention and early detection congenital anomalies in institutions primary health help identifying the leading factors risk flash disease system the approach to prevention diseases increase quality of life and quality of life of the population. The role of nursing nurses in ensuring the closest and direct communication with the population working doctors.

General practice institutions primary medical assistance is important to implement the above.

Patronage is form work treatment-and-prophylactic institutions the main objectives of which are holding home health and preventive events introduction the rules of personal hygiene and improvement sanitary conditions in the home. Especially widely patronage is used in institutions maternity and childhood, some the dispensaries. Is doctors, precinct (nursing) sisters baby clinics, dispensaries and rural medical plots by paramedics and midwives women’s clinics and midwifery points.

Patronage pregnant - composite part of the system dispensary observations for pregnant woman, the purpose which is implementation complex events directed on the formation, save and strengthening the health of the mother warning development she diseases and complications pregnancy early detection, treatment and the provision of conditions for normal the development of the fetus [7].

确保少女和母亲有一个健康饮食包括各种蔬菜和水果, 以及维持一个健康的体重；
确保一个充足的营养摄入维生素和矿物质, 特别是叶酸在少女和母亲；
确保母亲避免有害物质, 特别是酒精和烟草。
avoidance of travel by pregnant women (and sometimes women of child-bearing age) to regions experiencing outbreaks of infections known to be associated with congenital anomalies;
reducing or eliminating environmental exposure to hazardous substances (such as heavy metals or pesticides) during pregnancy;
controlling diabetes prior to and during pregnancy through counselling, weight management, diet and administration of insulin when required;
ensuring that any exposure of pregnant women to medications or medical radiation (such as imaging rays) is justified and based on careful health risk–benefit analysis;
vaccination, especially against the rubella virus, for children and women;
increasing and strengthening education of health staff and others involved in promoting prevention of congenital anomalies;
screening for infections, especially rubella, varicella, and syphilis, and consideration of treatment. [7].

Conclusions
Medical the patronage of children the first month life and future observation with performs pediatrician rural medical station, remote areas pediatrician visiting medical brigade of the Central district hospital.

Experienced and trained the nurse may become not only assistant the doctor in the treatment children, but also the main help families in the organization care, nutrition, control physical and psychomotor development of the child, training conduct correctional events at various border and functional States peculiar children first months of life.

Unprofessional nursing care in the postoperative period can cause an increase in its duration and lead to an adverse outcome. Inattentive attitude to the first deviations in the condition of children in the period after surgery can sometimes cost the patient's life. The main role of managing the postoperative period belongs to the nurse, who not only performs timely doctor's appointments, but also takes care of children. The nurse is constantly in the patient's room, so most often notices the slightest changes in his condition and is sometimes forced to independently provide first aid. The duty nurse also includes training in rules of care for the patient and his family members. Let's consider the features of nursing care in the postoperative period for children with congenital malformations of the maxillofacial region. [7].

Medical nursing service plays an important role the protection of the health people, prevention diseases and the protection of the health our people. Many medical and social problems in the society will prevented if the work in this direction will be for the necessary level. In particular, will be achieved significant results in the prevention maternal and infant mortality a sharp decline in congenital anomalies, making decisions about healthy lifestyle in society. So it will be developed a plan to raise nursing service on the new level based on such an important criteria.

At to him, now patronage the work will be in three stages. On the first stage the population examined every six months. It determines the segment of the population, need in philanthropic support. On the second stage in people's homes will be organized targeted nursing events with the participation of nursing nurses doctor total practices and specialists. It covers lonely elderly people in need in the waiting room family, disabled and others in need care, children in the age of 1 year and persons with disabilities pregnant women new mothers. Target patronage organized every week in accordance with a certain plan.
In organization the third stage patronage events staff primary health aid direct help scientists regional and national medical institutions and specialized research centers. Now time event is monthly and covers patients with chronic diseases in need in a specialized medical help. According to from disease outpatient or stationary treatment is provided in the district, regional and national institutions. Nursing nurse regularly works with pregnant women to provide information on the origin congenital the anomaly and its prevention.

Development phased integrated system approach to primary secondary and tertiary stage; to establish program to the algorithm events early identifying and prevention congenital anomalies and give practical recommendations on the formation of the population skills healthy lifestyle; identification risk groups population which allows to conduct a comprehensive the assessment of the degree risk factors influencing the formation of polar anomalies in activities family health clinics.
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